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ECO GREEN LINE

             VALNURE ECOLOGICAL LINE

100% natural water-based paints with slaked lime and

plant resins for inside. Ideal Paint for wet areas like

bathrooms and kitchens. Good rubbing resistance.

Colors:  pastels.

Application: brush-roller-spray

Diluition: Water

The indicative yield: 8-10 sqm. / liter Nr.2 coats.

VAL TREBBIA ECOLOGICAL LINE

100% natural water-based paint VOC = 0 for interior

with plant resins, opaque and covering aspect.

It adheres directly to the supports of old and new

plasters and  absorbent paints.

Colors :  pastels.

Application: brush-roller-spray

Diluition: Water

The indicative yield: 8-10 sqm. / liter Nr. 2 coats.

VALTIDONE BIO-ECOLOGICAL LINE

100% natural water-based paint for interior with plant

resins, milk binder, 

egg and natural odor resin. It adheres directly to the

supports of old and new plasters and absorbent

paints.

Colors :  pastels.

Application: brush-roller-spray

Diluition: Water

The indicative yield: 10-12 sqm. / liter Nr. 2 coats.
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       “HEMP” ECOLOGICAL LINE  

Decorative coverings, with lime, egg, milk and slightly

thick hemp. Applied by brush it performs

anticondensing performances in relation to its

warmth. Good transpiration and elasticity of the

product .

Application: by brush.

Thinner: Water

The indicative yield: 3-4 sqm. / liter per coat.

       VAL D’ARDA ECOLOGICAL LINE

Odorless hightly transpiring water-based paint

medium granulometry with slaked lime, lime applied

as a adhesion primer .

It avoids the proliferation of any possible bacteria,

which are in typical areas like bathrooms and

kitchens, being free from organic particles. Internal

use.

Application: brush-roller

Diluition: Water

The indicative yield: 3-4 sqm. / liter per coat.

ECO GREEN LINE

ECOLOGICAL  MARMORINO

ECOLOGICAL PROTECTIVE WAX (final protection)

Transparent protective water-repellent made from

beeswax and vegetable solvent for natural paints

made from  lime or other natural binders.

Indoor and outdoor use.

Colors: pastels.

Application: brush.

Dilution: ready to use.

The indicative yield: 5-15 sqm. / liter per coat.
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Bottom connection

ECOLOGICAL NATURAL DETERGENT

non-reactive natural bactericide Liquid spray type,

containing active ingredient, antimicrobial, present in

the essential thyme and origan oils.

It takes effect after 12 hours and later apply a primer

and complete with antibacterial product.

Application: brush.

Dilution: ready to use.

The indicative yield: 20-30 sq. / liter per coat.

ECOLOGICAL  STUCCO SHINE

Precious spatula stucco with filtered lime, albumen

and egg yolk. Transpirant and self-polishing, spatula

polished effect, cohesive, water-resistant with its

characteristic natural smell . It can be protected with

all waxes types.

SPATULA METHOD:

With stainless steel trowel apply a thin veil of material,

taking care to cross your spatula for at least two or

three times to just to get a perfectly smooth surface.

Then polish with the same trowel.

Indicative yield: 0.6-1 kg /sqm (Nr. 2 coats).


